Towards automatic detection of falls using wireless sensors.
Accurate detection of falls leading to injury is essential for providing timely medical assistance. In this paper, we describe a wireless sensor network system for automatic fall detection. To detect falls, we use a combination of a body-worn triaxial accelerometer with motion detectors placed in the monitored area. While accelerometer provides information about the body motion during a fall, motion detectors monitor general presence or absence of motion. From all sensors, the data is transmitted wirelessly using the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol to a central node for processing. We use an implementation of Carrier Sense Multiple Access-Collision Avoidance scheme for channel reuse. A simple forwarding scheme is used to provide an extended coverage for a home environment. Fall detection is accomplished by a two-stage algorithm that utilizes the triaxial acceleration and the motion data sequentially. In the first stage, the algorithm detects plausible falls using a measure of normalized energy expenditure computed from the dynamic acceleration values. In the second stage, falls are confirmed based on the absence of motion. Systematic evaluation on simulated falls using 15 adult subjects shows that the proposed system provides a highly promising solution for real-time fall detection.